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Assassin' s creed odyssey true ending guide

Assassin's Creed Odyssey has different endings for Cassandra and Alexios, which is the first for the series. In this Assassin's Creed Odyssey Endings guide, we'll walk you through how to get the best end in AC Odyssey, so you make the right choice throughout the game. Consider this your spoiler warning for the article. From now on, we'll be detailing the
key decisions and events in Assassin's Creed Odyssey. On this page: How to get the best ending in Assassin's Creed Odyssey just below, we'll be putting together a full list of all the major decisions you'll have to make during the story of Assassin's Creed Odyssey to get a better ending. Provided that you make all the decisions listed below, just as they are,
you get to see the best ending of the game, with the family back together at last. Interaction with certain characters will determine which end you get. | UbisoftChoices to make for the best end Let Nikolaos Live - During the Wolf Sparta quest in Chapter 2, you have the opportunity to kill Nikolaos. However, to get a better ending in Assassin's Creed Odyssey,
you will have to forgive the man who once tried to kill you and let him live. Plan to Get Deimos Back - Closer to the end of Chapter 6 in Assassin's Creed Odyssey, you'll have to lay out your plan to attack your mother, Mirrin. In this section you should find out that you plan to get Deimos back from the cult of Cosmos by planning to save your brother above all
else. Convince Nikolaos to help you - During Chapter 7 of the game, both Nikolaos and Stentor will make an appearance. It is important that you get Nikolaos to intervene between Stentor, and it is also equally important to keep Stentor alive during this sequence, since he is technically your adopted brother. Plead with Deimos - In Chapter 9 of Assassin's
Creed Odyssey, there will be a scene where you have the opportunity to talk to Deimos. During this sequence, you have to tell the Deimos that they are manipulating the Cult of Cosmos. Pacifism - When you have the opportunity to fight Deimos during Chapter 9 game, you have to give up. If you have the opportunity to give up the fight with Deimos and you
have followed other steps in this guide, then you will see the best end possible. And with that, our Assassin's Creed Odyssey guide to the end of the game is done. Now you can continue our Assassin's Creed Odyssey map guide, for a review of Ancient Greece, or our Assassin's Creed Odyssey Atlantis guide, on how to enter the lost city. Now that's come to
a conclusion, why not see what other AC: Odyssey content we have in USG? Mike's review of the game can be found here, or check out what we have to say about the game in this episode of The Axe Blood of God. Make the right choice and choose each correct line of dialogue to get the happiest final Odyssey story up close. The best end of Assassin's
Creed Odyssey is not garuanteed, in fact do you reach it comes down to your decisions and and done along the way. The Odyssey fully embraces his desire to be complete on RPG then, and that means more than just alignment, more sophisticated searches and tons of mining. Now there are those dialogue choices and in-game solutions that shape not only
the ancient Greek world around you, but the ebb and flow of the story itself. With just so much content to make your way through, it's very easy to get lost in history and completely miss those important moments when they come and go. So to make sure you get the best Assassin's Creed Odyssey ending possible, we've put together this comprehensive
guide. However, since we are dealing with important plot points, this guide will be full of spoilers from now on, so tread carefully... Assassin's Creed Odyssey has nine different endings, each of which makes specific decisions from day to day, which you make over nine chapters and epilogues of the game. So it's a very good idea to use multiple game saves
so you chase different endings and save yourself if you do wrong while passing (you can use up to ten different save slots, so Ubisoft already you're covered). There are three separate arc stories in Assassin's Creed Odyssey - Family History, Cult of Cosmos and First Civ - but the basic solutions that shape your end are related only to the basic family history
arc. Of course, chasing the other two arcs will benefit you more XP, better gear and more appreciate Ubisoft's open world ships, but this is the main arc we'll be dealing with here. There are many other storytelling options and actions that affect the game world, including NPCs and side task chances, but they won't be relevant to the outcome of a basic family
story, so don't worry about ruining your passing, dabbling in some side fun quest. :: The 20 best PSVR games you really have to play so you make six basic decisions in a certain way to achieve the best of Assassin's Creed Odyssey over nine chapters and you have to make the right choice or you will torpedo your efforts. The purpose of this ending is to
gather all the members of the family - Hero (Cassandra or Alexios), Deimos, Myrinne, Nikolaus and Stentor - so you need to avoid killing any of them or making in-game decisions that force you to fight them/kill them. These big six plot points are: Spare Nikolaus during chapter two.Promise Myrinne you will try to save Deimos from the cult of Cosmos in the
chapter Six.Convince Nikolaus intervene with Stentor, when you come across as again during chapter Seven.Do don't kill Stentor in Chapter Seven.Start convince Deimos that the cult is manipulating you both during chapter eight.Refuse to fight Deimos in Chapter Nine.Pull off all six of these key decisions above, and the best ending is yours when the credits
roll. Just that you have these extra slots to keep ready just in case you make a mistake. Looking for more help? Our Chief Assassin's Creed Odyssey Guide and Hub Tips Gives You from our pages, while we also have all the fifty-odd Ainigmata Ostraka puzzle locations and solutions, as well as more on how to get Assassin's Creed Odyssey the best end, a
list of all Assassin's Creed Odyssey tomb solutions, best weapons, armor, engravings, and legendary armor and weapons listed, Calidonian boar strategy and location, Oralich and help How to Make Money and Drachmae fast in Assassin's Creed Odyssey, how to earn XP and level fast in Assassin's Creed Odyssey, and our picks for the best spin-off quests
in Assassin's Creed Odyssey. Here's a rundown of each of these key points and how to play your hand right when they come around. Spare Nikolaus's life during your encounter in the chapter TwoRegardless whether you play as Alexios or as Cassandra, you end up coming face to face with the person who threw you to your death as a child. In order to meet
the wolf of Sparta in person, you will need to perform some tasks for his new adopted son, Stentor.This will lead you to the mission of the Last Push in the second chapter, where you will participate in your first battle of conquest. You will fight alongside the Spartans against the Athenians, so you will need to kill enough soldiers to drain the blue bar on the
screen (focusing on the captains will speed up the process greatly). When the battle is over, Stentor will talk to you, but get away with bad taste in your mouth when the Wolf asks for your presence and yours alone. When you finally meet Nikolaus in person (as part of the Wolf of Sparta mission), you will reveal your true identity and demand to know why your
own father threw you to your doom. When you remind him that there is a reward on his head, you have the following two options: I came to take revenge and I came to get answers. Choose a second one, as this ensures that Nikolaus lives (so you can run into him again in Chapter Seven). When you meet Deimos and tell Mirinna that you will help save
Deimos from the cult-up chapter 3, you go to the Forge, where you will strengthen the power of the Swarm of Leonida. When you leave, Deimos will be waiting for you. The conversation that follows can escalate into a fight, since Deimos is so unstable. Avoid this at all costs by choosing passive answers that repeat that you want to save him from a cult, and
stop them manipulating with it. Later, in chapter six, your plan is to uncover a Spartan leader known as Pheonix who reveals their identity as Myrinne, your estranged mother. After all, you'll have a conversation with her about Deimos. Since it is actually Alexios, your little brother, you will have to tell Myrinne that you want to help save Deimos and not avenge
him for what he has done to interfere with your actions so far. This dialogue is very easy to miss as it is so subtle, but the choice The option will ensure you stay on track to Ending. Convince Nikolaus to intervene with Stentor and not fight Stentortovod at the end of the seventh chapter, you will be sent an assistant to the Spartan general in the area of Bootia.
He will accuse you of a mission to kill the four champions of Boeoti to weaken the Athenian army before the battle for conquest is coming. :: The 20 best PS4 games you can play right now kill three of them, then when you go to kill the fourth, you will find them fighting someone. It's Nikolaus! Ever since you spared his life in the second chapter, he's come
back from guilt to help Stentor. In this conversation, you have to convince him to go to Stentor and offer his support personally. If you don't think about it, it's not so good after the fight. The return to Stentor, and the battle of conquest in Boeotia will begin (mission for this 'Conqueror'). Focus on the captains, kill Merck, and then win the battle. After the dust
settles, Stentor and Hero will speak out. However, it is clear Stentor has the score to settle and - regardless of your dialogue choice - the two will start circling each other ready for battle. At the last moment Nikolaus intervenes and stops the fight, convincing Stentor that he is up to the task. Convince Deimos that the Cult manipulates you both in chapter
EightIn the end of the seventh chapter, after a fight with Deimos, the tree will fall on him. Choose the Hold! option to help with the conversation that follows in the next chapter. At the very beginning of the eighth chapter, you will be in a prison cell and Deimos will come to interrogate you. Choose the following options (in the order shown) to convince him that
the Cult of Cosmos is manipulating them: It was a prophecy. Our mother was looking for you. She thought you were dead. I was dumped, too. This will see Deimos answer I'm not your puppet!, when Cleon tells him to leave. If he says this, you know you made a big impact on him and helped your chances of getting a happy ending. There may be other ways
to achieve this reaction from Deimos, but it was the one we used. Refuse to fight Deimos in the chapter nineFollowing battle, Deimos will be struck by Kleon's error shot.You can't go back to his fallen form, so instead chase for Cleon and kill him. When Chapter Nine begins, head to the top of the cliff where your story began and face Deimos. He's recovered
now, but he's ever been angrier. Choose the most passive options in the dialogue, then, when he challenges you to fight, refuse. Then you offer Deimos your spear, he will break, and the family will be united again. There will be a short cutscene back at your old family home where - if you pulled off the best end, you'll see Hero, Deimos, Myrinne, Nikolaus and
Stentor all sat down for dinner. Your odyssey is coming to an end, and at its best. This content is hosted on an external platform that will only be displayed if you targeting cookies. Please turn on the cookies for viewing. Buy Assassin's Creed Odyssey from Amazon? Sometimes we include links to online retailers. If you click on one and make a purchase we
can get a small commission. For more information, click here. About the author
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